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Spend meal
plan, donate
Students with too
much money left on
their meal plan could
opt to buy food in bulk
and donate | Pag* 3

Start the
weekend on
Tuesdays
Columnist Josh
Whetherholt suggests
adding Celebration

give blood,

Walleye
invade
Maumee

save lives
By Jesptr Btkk*ri
Reporter

Tuesday to the college
student's extended
weekend | Page 4

TOIEDOTAKCOM

Mothers in
trouble with
new bill

ByJohnBis«si
Reporter

Guest columnist John
Richter is concerned
about a bill that could

The running of walleye in the
Maumee River this month has
fishermen going overboard trying to catch them.
Literally.

force new mothers to

Mark Thorpe, of Fort Wayne,
Ind., thought he had his first
catch of the day after feeling
a strong tug on his line, but
he soon felt the chill of the 47degree water of the Maumee.
When leaning toward the side

seek psychiatric
treatment | Page 4

Virginia Tech
still stings

of his 15-foot boat to reel in a
walleye, Thorpe lost his footing
and fell headfirst into the water.
"Just lost my lunch," Thorpe
said as water dripped from his
scruffy beard. "There's no point
in changing my clothes now,
I've been soaked all day."
A rainy Tuesday afternoon
gave anglers like Thorpe murky
chances to retrieve the tasty fish
that are making their way up to
Lake Erie in large numbers. Less
than 15 boats were scattered
across the Maumee River, with

most of their occupants donning raincoats, rubber boots
and, of course, fishing rods.
"This stretch of the river
alone usually has about 60 to
80 boats out there," said Nick
Wallace, who has been making yearly trips to the Maumee
from Pontiac, Mich., since 1994.
"The weather's a little too crazy
today to catch anything, but it's
definitely not always this bad."
This past Easter weekend,
Wallace caught his all-time
longest walleye, measuring 34

inches. Not had at all.
"IMondayl saw the best fishing of the year so far. Come out
because today should be very
similar conditions," wrote Gary
Lowry, who owns Maumee
Tackle in Maumee, on the river
update section of his store's
Web site.
[■owry's Maumee Tackle store
is hosting their 19th annual
walleye tournament this coming Sunday, and with temperaSee WALLEYE | Page 2

The husband of
Virginia Tech victim still
struggles to find peace
near the second anniversary of the campus
massacre | Page 9

Not leaving
just yet

University students lined up in the
Multipurpose Room of the Union
yesterday to give a pint, and get a
pint in return.
The annual American Red Cross
Blood Drive kicked-off yesterday
from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m., and will
continue through Friday — allowing students to donate a pint of
blood in return for a pint of ice
cream.
The blood drive was created
to help people who need blood
donations since transfusions are
only possible from a volunteer
donor. According to the Web site
of the American Red Cross, only
three out of every 100 Americans
donate blood.
Volunteers like Carry Schultz
make sure the drive runs smoothly, helping doctors from the Red
Cross so they can help more people donate blood.
" During the four day blood drive,
600 blood donations are made,"
Schultz said. "With every pint of
blood, we can save three lives."
For freshman Tiffanie )ones,
it is not her first time donating,
Although some students have
said they experience negative
side effects when donating blood,
(ones said the only side effects she
has seen come from devouring a
whole pint of ice cream.
"I feel very strong about donating my blood," she said. "I feel
it's almost my responsibility to
donate blood."
But not every person is allowed
to donate blood.
See BLOOD | Page 2

A former Nazi guard's
deportation for war
crimes is on hold after
6th U.S. Circut Court
granted a stay | Page 5

Falcon hockey
struggling

By Jesper Btkkffrs
Reporter

The Falcon hockey
team is having a tough
time. The team has
not had a winning
season in years, and is
struggling to compete
| Page 6

I

What would be your
catch of the day?

m

HAKEEM MUHAMMAD
Freshman. Phys Ed

"Catching the alleyoop in basketball"
| Page 4

k

Rainbow Days 2009 to
bring light to LGBT issues
The University will be colored by
a plethora of LGBT events this
week as Rainbow Days takes
over campus.
The week-long event, which is
organized by the Lesbian, Gay,
Bisexual and Transgender advocate group Vision, focuses on
making issues concerning LGBT
people visible.
The name Rainbow Days refers
to the colorful rainbow flag, a
symbol used by the LGBT community. The six colors reflect
the diversity of the group, and
is often used as a symbol of gay
pride in equality-rights marches.
Vision President-Elect and
current Events Chair Rob Koob
said Rainbow Days was created
to promote awareness of people
who have another sexuality.
"The events (were madel to be
out, and proud about your sexuality," Koob said.
Sophomore John Paul Gordon
went to trivia-night this past
Thursday to support Vision.
According to him, Rainbow Days
shows there is an organization
to help people who struggle with
their sexuality.
"Everybody needs someone
to talk to," Gordon said. "I do
not think people will come out
because of these events, but it
shows (Vision is) there to help."
But Koob thinks the week is
still needed in order to have a
special event for the gay community. According to him, the
University has a larger LGBT
community than is open about

This week kicks off
Rainbow Days 2009,
and the week-long celebration events are all
free.
Wednesday
■ " 32 Flavors and Then Some"
Ice Cream Social (BusinessAdministration 1007, 7-10
PM)

Tax increases lead students to discount stores
ByAndyOuricI
Reporter

Junior Kyle Ulrich avoids the
numerous convenience stores
within feet of his residence hall
at 11,ii shin,in Dunbar and ventures across town to purchase
three packs of Smoker's Choice
cigarettes at Cut Rate Tobacco.
While the store offers the
same cigarette products like
Marlboro. Camel and Newport,
Ulrich primarily buys packs

there because of the discounted prices offered. Ulrich paid
$7.32 for the three packs, saving nearly 75 cents a pack at
Cut Rate Tobacco compared to
a convenience store or a gas station selling the same cigarettes.
And with the recent hike in
taxes toward all tobacco products, Ulrich is trying to save as
much money as possible while
still getting his nicotine fix.
"When you are a college student, and don't have enough

money, it's better off to go to a
discount store," Ulrich said.
Ulrich, who already cut down
on about half the amount he
smokes, is just one of millions
of smokers agonizing over yet
another increase from the federal government.
Earlier this month, the
national government raised
the federal tax rate of cigarettes
from 39 cents to $1.01, the highSee SMOKES | Page 2

History professor 'hidden historical gem'

Thureday:
■ "Queer Slang" (Olscamp
205.12-2 PM)
■ "Drag Bingo" (BusinessAdministration 106.8-11 PM)
Friday
■ "Safe Zone Training" (Union
318.2-4 PM)
■ ' Take Back the Night" with
OWI (Hanna Hall, 6-9 PM)
Saturday:
■ "Sit down Session with
Terrence Dean" (Union 318.
3-4:30 PM)
■ "Queer Prom" (Union
Multipurpose Room. 8 PM
- Midnight)

their sexuality.
"IRainbow Days] is needed to
promote diversity in rural areas,"
he said. "Homosexuality is not
only located in big metropolitan
cities."
Koob also said the event does
not stigmatize people with a difSee RAINBOW | Page 2

By Ella Fowl..,
Reporter

He is described as the Mickey
Mantle of history and has been
a hidden historical gem at the
University for 45 years.
Gary Hess, a distinguished
history professor, has been
shaping students minds since
his arrival in 1964 and has
been transporting them out of
the classroom and into a time
machine.
ENOCH WU I IHEBGNEWS
"He didn't just communicate
the facts," said Dwayne Beggs, HISTORY: Gary Hess is a distinguished history professor Hess has received high honors,
former student and current including the Distinguished Historian Award from the Ohio Academy of History.
Hess advisee. "Like an incredible artist he painted a historical
Recently, Hess received the courses we offer and die stutapestry. I could close my eyes another high honor. The Ohio dents we produced."
For Hess, who has devoted
and he put me in the middle of Academy of History decorated
the Spanish American War."
FJess with their Distinguished his whole professional life to the
But shuttling students to Historian Award.
University, being nominated was
pass historical events isn't the
"It is a very prestigious award invigorating.
only element of Fless repertoire. and it speaks to his accomplish"The award is to recognize
Throughout his tenure at the ments over a long career as a someone who has given a lifeUniversity he has won various historian," said Scott Martin, time to the profession," Hess said.
awards within his field of history, chair of the history department. "The previous recipients of the
but more specifically in the realm "It does reflect on the history
See AWARD | Page 2
of U.S. Foreign Relations.
department and the work we do.
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BLOTTER

SMOKES

MONDAY, APRIL 13

From Page 1

852 A.M.
Complainant repotted unknown
subjects drove a vehicle through the
in the west side of the Fox
Run Apartment Complex, causing
tpproxirn.itly $K)0 in damages.
229 P.M.
Complainant reported a carryall
I trailer valued at $1,800
ik en from Life Formations
Incorporated within the last week.

*

ONLINE:
bgnewscom fol the
complete blotter list

WALLEYE

RED CROSS: (nadualo sludeni Betsy Davis prepares to give blood as Red Cioss volunteer Cassandra Hanson checks the blood bag
The Red Cross collected over 40 units of blood in the blood drive yesterday

From Page 1
lures expected i» be In the nos
over the weekend competitor
iiiriioui should be at its highest.
The rain will bring more fish
in the long rim." I.owry said. The
heavj downfalls should activate
an abundance of walleye to pass
through the area, which is off a
shore in Perryshurg, near Fort
Metes,
I he common name "walleye"
comes from the fish's mirrorlike eves, which gather light and
assisl in vision, according to the
Web site TheNaturalResource.
com. Because they make such
good meals, walleye are the large! of fleets of nomadic fishermen thai set up shop wherever
the fish travel.
We're kind of like walleye
roadies," Thorpe said as he sat
outside his tent, warming his
half-frozen hands by a fire.
With lines of trailers, (rucks
and tents set up along banks of
the Maumee River, it looks as if
the anglers are tailgating for a
concert or football game. While
I horpe and his fellow fishermen
drink beers and roast one of the
rare walleye catches of the day.
they laugh over the day's events.
"ill have to gei hoots with
sonic better grip for next time,"
Thorpe said. I came to catch
em, not swim with em."
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BLOOD
From Page 1
Men who have had sexual
intercourse with other men arc
not allowed to donate blood in
order to reduce the risk of transmitting HIV, according to the
Pood and Drug Administration.
People who have contracted
syphilis or gonorrhea within
the last 12 months are also not
allowed to donate.

AWARD
From Page 1
award are people I respect enormously and to become a part of
that club is a great honor."
Receiving the award came as
a surprise to the acclaimed prolessor, who didn't even know he
was nominated.
"At first l was surprised" he
said "It was exhilarating, lust to
be included in that group was an
unexpected recognition."
For Beggs. a doctoral candidate
who has known I less since 21X12.
the award came as no surprise
You give your whole life to
a state and higher education
in that State and for them to
recognize his scholarly and
professional skills is overdue,"
Beggs, who refers to I less as a
booming encyclopedia, said.
"Receiving this award has in be
the capstone jewel in crown. He
has given his entire career to
Howling Green State UniuTsiu
and he has an incredible pas
sion for diplomatic history."
I less was inspired by history through various teachers
throughout his educational
career and it was their enthusiasm and excitement for history
that brought out his own passion.

Help Make
THE

Hut the American Red Cross,
along with the American
Association of Blood Banks, pro
tested to change this guideline
since all donations are screened
for diseases like 11IV, I lepatitis B

and I lepatitis Canyway.
Carin kellev. senior director of communications for the
American Hed Cross Ohio and
Michigan Division, said since
I!I77 -when (he I DA guideline
w.i- made — science and technology have changed.

What really fascinates me
most about history is how people try to learn from the pasi and
(hen (hey apph what they see
in the lessons ol 'history in dealing wilh the problems dial they
face today," he said, "Sometimes
historj is used wisety and sometimes used unwisely."
I less added he is also captivated by how leaders use their
power for good or for ill and
is about to republish his book
"Presidential Decisions for War:
Korea, Vietnam and the Persian
(lull" to include the mosl recent
Iraq War. I less has written seven
books and is currently working
on a book about the history of
the University
I am obligated to finish
100th anniversary of Howling
Green Slate University which
Dr. Itibcau hired me to do live
years ago." Hess said. "I have
been here for a good part of that
history and I can remember a
lot about it. It is just Interesting to sec hovi this institution
has grown and changed over
the years."
Through inspiration of previous teachers, I less tries to
inspire students by bringing his
enthusiasm for history tt> the
classroom, but lleggs believes
it is I less' connection with students and his rcspirl for them

"The guideline wets made with
the birth ol the HIV epidemic,"
she said "But today the risk is
much smaller than back in the
days. These restrictions should
be changed."
If it is not possible to give
blood, it is still possible to volunteer. Kellev wants to make clear
volunteers at the blood drives
are necessary1.
"Yon can always recruit
people to donate their blood."
kellev said

that keeps them returning to his
class.
"He treats everyone with
respect and draws respect
from the students," Beggs said.
"He is granted respect without
demanding it."
But soon the respect given
and received by Hess will no
longer be in the classroom. At
the end of this year, Hess will
be depai ling the I Iniversity and

retiring.
I le will be leaving a big hole
in the faculty," Martin said.
"Anytime you loose an imminent scholar and teacher the
loss is magnified in terms of our
undergraduate and graduate
projects. Clary is well known in
the historical profession by others at universities so he carries
credibility. It is a real blow for us
I lo loose him|."
In reference to Hess' loveofbaseIxill, Beggs gives him the greatest
title of all, "the Mickey Mantle of
the history department."
I sat in his class in 2003| and
thoughti want lobeliketilisguy
when I grow up," Beggs said. "If
I could be half as smart as I less I
would IK- a happy camper."
Beggs added he loves Hess
and would do anything for him.
"He taught me life," Beggs
said How to releani, refocus
my life.

One of the more
popular brands of
cigarettes. Marlboro

cst increase of tobacco products
in the United States' history.
Smokers
purchasing any
tobacco related product in Ohio
will have to pay the new federal
tax along with Ohio's slate tax
of $2.2ti, making many popular
cigarette brands over $5. New
York ranks first in the nation at
$3.76 in tax prices.
With this tax hike, the government is plating smokers at
a crossroads to either give up a
costly habit or continue to feed
into their addiction.
"I'm actually trying to quit
smoking because the prices
arc ridiculous," senior Trista
Evanitckasaid.
Evanitcka said smoking helps
her deal with the stresses related
to school, and with the semester
only weeks away from concluding, lighting and smoking a cigarette becomes as much a habit as
studying textbooks and staying
up late.
"I definitely plan on quitting
as soon as school is done." she
said.
Evanitcka is not alone by forgoing cigarettes due to the higher prices.
"I try to cut back because I
can't afford buying a pack of cigarettes every three days," junior
Clairl.ephartsaid.
While students like Evanitcka
and Lephart said they plan on
quitting, it will be much harder
to stop a harmful habit due to
the addictive nature of nicotine.
"I thinka lot of peopleare talking about quitting, but when you
are a smoker, it's a difficult thing
to do," Evanitcka said.
According to Dr. Mary Ellen
Benedict, professor of economics at the University, tobacco is
a highly-inelastic product.
If
tobacco prices rise, some smokers may stop t heir pu rchases, but
the majority will still smoke or
use the product due to it becoming almost a necessity for smokers to have.
"If you are still addicted to
cigarettes, and even though Ithe
pricel goes up a dollar or two.
you still buy it because you need

RAINBOW

Reds, cost $5.28 with
tax. If a person smokes
a pack a day at a given
rate, they will spend:
■ $36.96 a week
■ $1,922 a year
■ $7,688 during a four-year
undergraduate tenure.

ft," Benedict said.
Evanitcka who is also a Circle
K employee, has not seen a
decrease in customers purchasing cigarettes. However, she has
noticed people avoiding the
higher priced cigarettes and
looking for any discount made
available to them.
Some smokers have just given
up buying cigarettes altogether, but find another alternative
instead of quitting cold turkey.
Nick Wray is one of those
smokers, and might be starting
a new trend.
After smoking a pack a day for
seven years, Wray, 27. stopped
paying SS a pack and purchased
in clci ironic cigarette two weeks
ago,
"\\ hen S5 got here, someone
had a suitable alternative." Wray
said. "We are already in the
future and this is another part of
life moving into the digital age."
The electronic cigarette acts
like a regular cigarette and uses
a battery to charge the look-alike lo heat it up.
The only toxin contained
within the electronic cigarette
is nicotine, compared to the over
400 toxins in a traditional cigarette Wray said. As long as the
battery is charged and there is
liquid nicotine remaining, Wray
said he can smoke for however long he wants to in a much
healthier way.
Wray will save about Sl.OOO
a year from switching to electronic cigarettes and potentially
a few years on his life.
"When they jack the prices up
S6 a pack, Ismokersl just should
find an alternative," Wray said.
"The future is now and I'm willing to jump on that."

Queer Prom — with the theme
being "What Happens in Vegas

From Page 1
fcrent sexuality. According lo
him, Rainbow Days is for Vision
members to be seen and heard
without overwhelming the
University population so campus can respect LGBT issues
and struggles.
Vision's last event this week,
and last event of the vear is

Gordon said he is definitely
going to the prom, and if it is up
to him. "lots of big monumental
things will happen in Vegas".
Senior Shandee Wylie does
not know what happens in
Vegas.
"I have never been there," she
said. "Hopefully it is a hell of a
party."

The BG News is now
accepting applications for

Summer a Fall
2009 Staffs
•Reporters
•Web Staff
• Staff Editors
• Videographers
•Opinion Columnists • On-line Media
•Photographers
Assistants
• Graphic Designers
•Copy Editors
J
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• Applications are available in 210 or
204 West Hall.
• Interviews will begin mid April.
Return completed application and please
sign up for an interview time at 210 West Hall.
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ideas and opinions with the
Campus Community
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at thenews@bgnews.com
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GET A LIFE
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Some evens idtcfi (ion pvftiK bgunlu

8 am.-9 p.m.
Exhibit #12:
Joe Meiser Exhibit

Student sends supplies to troops in Iraq
By Hannah Sparling
Reporter

Gallery Space

Ham ■ Sp.m

Blood Drive: Give a Pint
Get a Pint
Union Multi-Purpose Room

Alpha Chi Omega Concert
Union 202

8p.m
Early Music Ensemble
Bryan Recital Hall

9 p.m.
Italian Club
Education 115
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For some soldiers in Iraq, life
is completely centered around
their mission, and day-to-day
luxuries are not part of the
battle plan. But one University
student is trying to make the
lives of those soldiers a little
more comfortable.
Freshman ROTC member
Coree Ncsselroad is organizing
a fundraiser for the roughlyiioo
troops in the third battalion,
who arc stationed in Mosul,
Iraq. Mosul is one of the last alQaeda strongholds in Iraq.
Ncsselroad is organizing the
fundraiser through the Arnold
Air Society, an honorary service
organization focused on helping future Air Force officers.
For the fundraiser„she is trying
to collect donations in money,
food or other supplies such as
batteries, socks or even toilet
paper, to send to the troops.
"A lot of war has subsided in
Iraq, but Mosul is still in a warcombat situation," Ncsselroad
said. "They're under fire every
day."

The 800 troops have been in

i minli\ too.
Werth said no matter whai
someone's personal opinion ol
the wai In Iraq ma) be, it is
siill crucial to support those In
combat.
Regardless of the views ol
people nil the war. it's always
important to stand behind yout
fellow citizens," she said.

\esselroad said her goal for
the fundraiser is to simply do
anything she can for the troops.

"... it's important to

Mosul since December 2008,
Ncsselroad said. They live
day to day on nothing but the
necessities, and often go without even simple luxuries such
as showers.
Ncsselroad first heard about
the troops in the third battalion from her stepfather, Corey
Perry. Perry, who is now an
ordained minister, weni toWesi
Point with Thomas Clpolla, the
commander in charge of the
battalion. Clpolla took leadership of the group alter the
original commander and three
other members of the battalion
were killed by a roadside bomb
on Feb. 9.
"Mosul, Iraq, is probably tin'
single most dangerous city in
Iraq due to the fact that then1 is
extensive presence of al-Qaeda
in that area." Perry said." I he]
continue to receive heavy lire
and ongoing enemy activity on
a daily basis."
Perry said Mosul is especially dangerous because the
last surge of American troops
in Iraq wasn't directed toward
that area. There were other,

support anybody

She said at the beginning ol the
war people gave ,i lot, but imu

who is supporting

they are starting to forget aboul
Iraq and are putting it on the
back burner, she said she wants
lo gel as many people involved
in the fundraiser as possible lo
show continued support for the
Hoops.
"People can show support by
donating simple ihings lo keep
the morale in a place like Mosul
higher," she said. "Il will keep
their hopes up in a place where
hope is MIA limited."
i reshman Kiersten Werth
is one ol those who is gelling
involved in the fundraiser,
Werth doesn't have any personal lies io the third battalion
and she is not in ROTC, bin she
said when Xesselroad told her
what she was doing she wauled
logei involved.
"I definitely think It's important to support anybody who
is supporting our country,''
she said. I hope mote people
can open their eves and figure
inn ways they can support our

our country."
-i Werth | Freshman
more pressing problems at the
lime anil Mosul was kind of left
out, which allowed al-Qaeda to
rekindle and regain strength in
the area, he said.
"YOU just don't have enough
troops lo he able lo address the
whole nation." Perry said.
Perry said Nesseiroad's fundraiser will help show [he troops
thai people care. He said il is
one thing for troops to gel gills
from their friends and families.
but it means something entirely
dillerem lo receive something
from someone they don't even
know.
"It's not going to alleviate an)
of the danger they face, hut it's
going lo he a connection back
to tbem thai we know Itheir
situation] and appreciate their
sen ice.'' he said.

HOW TO GET
INVOLVED
■

kthe Union or other
dining cer
ipus
for a donation container
and information on how
to donate other items (the
containers will be up in the
Union by Monday. an< I
otto
-olbw)

■ Good ttems to d
gel insoles, socks, foot pow der. toilet paper, batteries.
disposable cameras, razors,
candy, breakfast bars, toothbrush/toothpaste

Architect Garda
Students struggle to spend meal money
speaks on architecture,
modernism
By Becky Tener
... ;

By InSaln

"... the decisions that

Reporter

Internationally renowned architect I lav ide < iarda will be speaking about the Modernist architecture movement and its failed
relationship to the environment
in theBowen-Thompson Student
Union Theatre tonight.
The University chapter
of the American Institute of
Architecture Students in collaboration with the architecture department will be hosting
(iarda as part of their monthly
lecture series.
"It's a lecture on modernism,"
AIAS University President Drew
Cowdry said. "And Modernism
has kind of been blamed for a lot
of (he problems we have in contemporary society. Ihings like
urban sprawl and city planning
issues, more or less."
(iarda represents the series
first international architect, and
is well qualified for the subject,
Architect ti reand F.nviron mental
Design
Instructor Audra
Magermans said.
Magermans is a former student and employee of Garda.
who was her professor at
Francisco Marroquin University
in (iuatemala. where he continues to teach.
He holds a doctorate in
Hioclimaric Architecture from the
University of California, Berkley
and a Ph.D. in Architecture
from Universtia degli studi di
Genova, in Italy, among others,
Magermans said. Garda's lecture
will cover the Modernist archi-

an architect makes
are going to affect a
lot of people..."
Audra Magermans | Instructor
lecture movements complete
disregard to the environment,
Magennaas said.
Most lecturers in the past tended to speak about their own work
and research, but this lecture w ill
be more about the theoretical
side of architecture, Gowdry said.
The event will be pertinent, nol
just to architecture students but
to anyone even remotely interested in design and contemporary
society, Gowdry said.
The issue affects everyone
because most of the architecture
in the United States was influenced by the Modernist movement and relates to a lot of the
environmental issues we are facing today, Magermans said.
"I think it gives us a nice understanding of our mistakes done in
the past and how we can avoid
them," Magermans said. "Even
if you are not an architecture
student or you're not an architect it relates, I think, to everyday because ultimately you're the
user. You live in those buildings
and interact in them every day,
so the decisions that an architect
makes are going to affect a lot of
people eventually."
The lecture will take place at
6:30 p.m.

V-

Usually at (his point in the
semester, students an' wonder
ing if they're going to nin out of
meal plan money bul with the
rollovei ■ system ending, many are
wondering how they are going
to use all their money befon1 it
expires.
Accordingto University Dining
Services, on-campus students
should have between $358-$467
left on their meal plans, but many
students haw much more.
freshman Kelly O'Brien said
she knows on May 9, the day
her meal plan expires, she will
still have money left over, Hut
she said she does not intend on
letting her meal plan money go
unused so she has Started StOCKing-up on the "essentials."
"I'm buying a lot of Galorade
and oilier ihings that will store
well for the summer," she said.
"I plan to take a lot of stuff home
for my brother."
O'Brien said she thinks the
easiest way lo purchase her "roll
over bod" is lo buy il In bulk
through the University large
order offer.
"It's just convenienl and you
probably get more for' your
money," she said.
According to University
Dining Services, students arc
given the option to place large
food orders and then pick their
orders up instead of buying a
store's entire stock. Students can
place an order online at www
bgsu.edu/oiriciN/sa/dining/.
Freshman Abby IX'iinstedt
said when she discovered she
would have meal plan mane)
left over she started letting herself buy whatever she wanted
without thinking. Dennsiedt
said instead of stocking up at

the end of the year she has become
"reckless" with her spending to help
diminish her meal plan.
"I've been spoiling myself,"
she slid. "I buy a lot of cand\ and
drinks."
Dennstedl also joked aboul taking food home to sell.
"I could make some money oil
this maybe for charily ... I could
lake it home and sell it at the pool."
she said.
oilier students have decided to
use their money in a different way
:
l reshmpn I'atrick Moran said he
plans on using the rest of meal plan
lo hulp his friends who have run
out.
"last semester I was paying for
this one guy's meal|s| for a month."
he said. "I'm just helping people

oul.

Claire Werling. a freshman, said
lasi semester she took her leftover
monej and bought non-perishable
food to donate io the food pantry
She said il she has am money left

ibis semester she plans on doing
il again.
"I knew I the food pantry] was
in need and Ibis was a way i could
help," she said.
Werling said she thinks donating food io someone who needs n
makesa lol mon'senseihan wasting
money on food she doesn't need.
loan latfray. the Social Services
Chair lor the Salvation Army said
students using their meal plan
monej to buy food for donation is
what many under privileged people
in the citv need.

I he Salvation Amu and the
Food Bank] thought thai il student
don't use iheir meal nioiicN the) lose
it. so why inn donate it?" she said,
"There is realty huge need."
According to the Howling Green
IIKKI Pantry there is no limit to he*
much food students can donate
Drop off points are the Food Pantry
at 541 W. Wbostei St Monday,
Mfednesday Frida) from 1-3 p.m.
and ai St. lohn's Episcopal ( hutch
rhursda) and Saturday from 1-3
pin.
For students wondering ii the)
have enough meal plan to donate
or if the need to find a Iricnd in
help tbem make il to the end ol ilu
semester, the) can find their mea1
plan balance on their MyBGSUBG)
Card tab
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Snydeis (tight) plays the didgendoo in the Black Swamp Pub. Comprised ol students and one alumna (Williamson), they are nol an official
group.

MECCA

oomin' Good Apartmen
INIVERSITY UNIVERSITY
TILLAGE K3 COURTS

Management Inc.
www.meccabg.com

Come in and Pick a Terrific Apartment A
Pluck one of our Move-in Specials

LOG ON TODAY TO VIEW:
Our 09-10 Listing
Pictures
Map of locations

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
Quality living in
spacious 2 bdrm apts.
Heat & Cable Included

V,

Paperwork

UNIVERSITY COURTS
1 &2 bedrooms
for mature students.
Quiet & cozy environment.
Furnished Available.
Heal & Cable Included

This and other info to make your search easier.
Stop by or call our office for updates on openings.

1045 N. Main 7B
419-353-5800
info@meccabg.com

534 S. College $920
532 Elm St. $850
217 S. College $610

. S

JUST TO PLAY: Kclli Williamson (left) plays the djemba. Landon Gjans (centei left). Dan Poweis (centei right} play guftar and Gieg

ONI: BLOCK SOUTH OF WOOSTLR
152(1 ( lough Street

Newlove
Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

(419)352-0164
www.universityapartments.us

• Three/Four bedroom
duplexes and houses

FORUM

"With every pint of blood, we can save three lives."
- Carly Schultz. blood drive volunteer, on why people should
donate blood [see story, pg. 1],
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET What would be your catch of the day?
"A case of vault
soda."

"A hot blonde for the

"$500 so I can go
shopping."

"A new phone"

weekend"

&

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

Have your mm tale on
today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
MATT MYERS.
Sophomore.
Geology

TYLER -MARIE GLASSCO.
Freshmaa
Pop Culture

SOUYEN ROSS.
Sophomore,
Psychology
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Celebration Tuesday provides
yet another day for drinking
J0SHWHETHERH0LT
7

COLUMNIS

I'm going tt) break free of my
typical socio-political topics
this week to bring to light something thai I will introduce today
as "Celebration Tuesday.''
This is a new innovation on
t he t h i rst y col legc si udent 's week
in addition to So-Co Sunday or
Wasted Wednesday. Celebration
Tuesday is the idea of starting
the weekend on Tuesday and
having some time to just hang

Out with your close friends and
have a low-key gathering to simply have fun in preparation of a
more hectic weekend.
The typical college student's
weekend begins on Thursday. In
addition to the Friday, Saturday.
Sunday weekend routine, students feel the need to cram one
extra night of cra/iness into the
week, slough off and simply survive their Friday classes.
What I and many others aim
to do with Celebration Tuesday
is kick it up another notch and
gel some of those inhibitions
out of the way earlier in the
week than is normally socially
accepted, and in the process

survive those Fridays just a littleeasier.
As the semester's end is coming quickly, the weekend seems
to be more about working on
final papers and projects than
about parties and other nonsense. Thai's where Celebration
Tuesday comes in.
It gives you that break early
in ihe week to get all your
inhibitions out about partying or just doing something to
take your mind off working on
homework and studying, if only
for a night. If your schedule is
SeeWHETHERH0LT|Page8

JOHN RKHTER riliSKOLUMNISl

"So... take the test. If you are tired,

Does it seem to you that if
a bill came before the U.S.
House of Representatives, a
bill that could be used to force
new mothers to get psychiatric treatment that could strip
children from their families is
created by a group so ridden
with fraud that a U.S. District
court has ruled they are no
more competent to estimate
sanity than your plumber?
Would you think a conservative member of Congress,
someone concerned with
keeping the government out
of the citizen's hair, interested in preserving the rights of
American citizens, would vote
against this bill?
Maybe such a congressman
would, but that's not the congressman we have. Barlier this
month, Robert Latta cast a yes
vote for the Melanie Blocker
Stokes MOTHERS Act. Sounds
sweet, doesn't it? Vaguely
reminiscent of apple pie and
ice cream.
Not even close.
Buried in this bill is language gauged to force mothers into psychiatric treatment.
It's a moneymaker for the big
pharmaceutical companies.
It is designed to addict more
people to psychiatric drugs.

maybe a bit irritable, maybe haven't

LETTERST0 THE.EDITOR
College students, not
calendar girls
The "every month a scorcher" article In yesterday's
BG News offended me. As
a female college student. I
was disturbed by the extent
to which women were being
objectified for profit.
First of all, I do not expect
to see a scantily clad woman
first thing in the morning
when I want to know what is
going on at my University. I
was also upset by the quote
from Hilty which stated
"most of the women on campus aren't models."
None of us filled out our
applications with the sole
hope of being in this calendar, and even those who
are aspiring to be models are
here to learn, not to entertain
and make money for you.
I was also insulted by the
implication that my own bad
body image is the only thing
keeping me from being in
this calendar.
lust because I am not
jumping at the chance to
pose half-naked in a calendar for a cash prize and free
vacation (which sounds like

a creepy kidnapping scam
you read about in those viral
e-mails no matter how you
look at it) doesn't mean I am
"self-conscious." I don't have
to show off my body to others to prove I am happy with
myself.
If you are looking to
"glorify the beautiful and
sophisticated women at this
University," make a calendar about women in the lab
trying to cure cancer, in the
art studio creating a masterpiece, and in the classroom
learning the skills that will
make us important members
of this society for something
other than just our bodies.
— Sarah Worman, Senior
Respond to Sarah al
tiwneuis9bgnews.com.

Picture was offensive,
not appropriate
I was offended by the picture for the cover story of
the recent issue of The BG
News titled "Every month a
scorcher."
It is one thing to mention
and comment on the pur-

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:

suits of students, even enjoyable to read. That is one main
aspect of a campus newspaper. But when a graphic
picture is used on the front
cover of a newspaper it is
very offensive.
The photograph fails to
respect the views and opinions of other students on
campus and degrades the
value of women. Many men
on campus have a great desire
to live a pure life, including
our thoughts being devoted
to one woman in a lifelong
marriage.
This may be an uncommon and radical view, but
pictures and images such as
the one shown greatly hinder
this effort.
As an example of every
man's battle, after noticing
the picture in the Business
Hub, I found it impossible
to focus on homework and
needed to turn over the
newspaper.
Finally, women are much
more than mere sex objects
for the viewing pleasure of
males, but that is a subject for
another article of its own.
— John Leopold, First
Year Grad Student. Applied
Statistics and Operating
Research
Response to John at
thenews@bgnews.com.

a question' Give us your
feedback at bgviews.com

New bill would force new mothers
to submit to psych evaluations
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CHRIS McDANIEL
Sophomore. Tourism and
Evert Planning

been sleeping, maybe the body is
readjusting after having a baby or
whatever, and somehow the test doesn't
come out, you have a problem."
Under the covers, it's as simple as that
Here's how it works: As soon
as a mother has a child, and
continuing for the first year
of that child's life, each time
the new mother pays a visit to
the doctor she is "offered" a
psychiatric test.
Think of it like a breathalyzer test. Refuse a breathalyzer
test and you have a big problem. Refuse the psych test any
time during that first year,
and you face a problem bigger
than your worst nightmare.
After all, why would you
turn it down except to hide a
problem? Oh, you believe it's
nobody's business what think
and how you feel? Well, you
live in the wrong country.
The doctor could look the
other way, but it's entirely up
to him. He can also call in
the white jackets and haul you

off to the psych hospital. You
have nothing to say about it,
absolutely nothing, nor does
your husband or even your
lawyer. Psych law is not law, it
is brute force.
So, go the other way, take
the test. If you are tired,
maybe a bit irritable, maybe
haven't been sleeping, maybe
the body is readjusting after
having a baby or whatever,
and somehow the test doesn't
come out, you have a problem.
Now, just because the baby
is waking up every two or
three hours and you're not a
rich Congressman and have
to work for a living, and the
government has completely
screwed the economy, and
you're not sure your job or
SeeRICHTER|Page8

Words with explicit meanings
should be used sensitively
By J.inc Rlccobono
Cornell Daily Sun

"I have another idea for a TV
show. It's called 'Rape My
House.'" A stand-up MC in New
YorkCitywaswarmingtheaudience up for the next act. He was
commenting on the strangeness of having an MTV show
called "Pimp My Ride." It is a
show for a young audience that
gleefully uses the word "pimp"
as if it had no association with
sexual exploitation. He made
a good point, and was funny
while he did it. Even though he
used "rape" in the joke, it was to
underline the seriousness of it.
The audience laughed because
we compared the gravity of
rape to that of pimping and
realized that the TV show lets
the latter slide, even glamorizes
it. In the case of "pimp," there
is the argument that the word
has been appropriated by some
communities to have alternate
meaning, but unfortunately
such context is lost on a lot of
viewers.
When we use words like
"pimp," "rape" and "anorexic,"
especially in humor and sarcasm, we are saying a lot more
than the language-alone would

imply. For example, there is an
insidious way of using "rape"
that shows a total lack of reflection. I have known some to say,
after a particularly challenging
test, "Oh man, that test raped
me." Actually, no. It didn't. And
if you stop to think about the
fact that in the United States,
one out of six women has experienced attempted or completed rape in her lifetime, and that
college-age women are four
times more likely to be sexually assaulted, you might think
rape is a bigger problem than a
couple of unanswered multiple
choice questions.
"Anorexic" is misused differently, but in a way that also
writes off a social ill — one that
is experienced by more women
than men. Since anorexia has
come into the public consciousness, it has morphed from a
shocking disorder to a cultural
fixture. In much daily speech,
and some popular media,
"anorexic" describes a body
type instead of a psychological
condition. And it is usually loaded with unconcealed ridicule.
The thin models, for example,
in last week's Cornell Design
League show, were indirectly
called "anorexic" by a female

Sun writer. It was supposed to
be witty. But describing someone that way, for the sake of a
reader's smirk, mistreats both
words and people. Sometimes
the caustic diminutive "rexy" is
also employed toward this end.
So what is going on? Why
do people — mostly other
women — use "anorexic" vindictively rather than empathically? Almost everyone knows
the basic causes and symptoms of anorexia nervosa, but
such a reaction would suggest
they do not really understand
where it comes from. I think
the response is part of an
effort made by women of my
generation to separate themselves from any sign that patriarchy still affects us. Anorexia
has connotations of feminine
weakness, and we want nothing to do with that.
But this outlook misplaces
blame. To be clear, the anxiety
behind anorexia is not always
rooted in gender oppression.
However, the way that anorectics take out anxieties on the
physical self is a largely feminine phenomenon — espeNccRICC0B0N0|Pacje8
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Alleged Nazi death camp guard
deported to Germany to face charges
By M.R. Kropko

the family was relieved the stay
was granted.
"We're delighted. We're prepared to make our arguments
with the 6th Circuit, and it's just
a shame that Mr. Demjanjuk
had to go through the hell that
he went through once again
this morning," he said as he
walked into a federal building
in Cleveland where Demjanjuk
was being held.
It was unclear whether
Demjanjuk would be returned
to his home in Seven Hills.
As Demjanjuk's wheelchair
was loaded into a van at their
home, his wife, Vera, sobbed and
held her hands to her mouth. As
the van moved down the street,
Vera turned and waved, sobbing
in the arms of a granddaughter.
Several family members,
including a 10-year-old grandson, were in the home when the
officers removed Demjanjuk.
Nishnic said Demjanjuk, a
native of Ukraine, told his family, "I love you," in Ukrainian and
was aware that the officers were
there to take him to Germany.
Nishnic said his former
father-in-law moaned in pain
as he was placed in the wheelchair.
"It was horrendous. He was in
such pain. I wouldn't want to see
anyone go through something
like that," said granddaughter
Olivia Nishnic, 20.

The Associated Press

CLEVELAND — The return of
alleged Nazi death camp guard
John Demjanjuk to Germany
for trial on war crimes was
delayed again yesterday by a
federal court, shortly after six
immigration officers removed
the retired autoworker from his
suburban Cleveland home in a
wheelchair.
A three judge panel of the (ith
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals
granted a stay until it could
further consider Dcmjanjuk's
motion to reopen the U.S. case
that ordered him deported, In
which he says painful medical
ailments would make travel to
Germany torturous.
An arrest warrant in Germany
claims Demjanjuk (pronounced
dem-YAI l.N'-yuk) was an accessory to some 29,000 deaths during World War II at the Sobibor
camp in Nazi-occupied Poland.
Once in Germany, he could be
formally charged in court.
Citing the need to act because
of the possibility of Denijanjuk's
imminent deportation, the
court issued the stay without
addressing the U.S. government's argument that the court
had no jurisdiction to rule on
Denijanjuk's appeal.
former son-in-law and family spokesman Ed Nishnic said
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GERMANY: John Demjanjuk. second from right, is taken (torn his home in Seven Hills, Ohio
by* immigration agents yesterday. Demjanjuk is being deported to Germany to face charges as
a guard at a Nazi death camp during World War II,
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Governor Strickland's Ohio school-funding plan faces major revisions
By Juli!• Cur Smyth

"This makes a

The Associated Press

difference to tens

COLUMBUS — The Ohio House
plans to unveil a major revision of
Guv. Ted Strickland's school-funding plan today that significantly
reduces howmuch money districts
can gel under a new formula
The governor's plan has been
criticized for allocating more state
money to many of the state's
wealthiest districts, while some of
its poorest get less. Strickland, a
Democrat from Appalacliia, has
said he is working to fix the problem.
Ohio'sschoolfundingsystemhas
repeatedly been declared unconstitutional for relying too heavily on property taxes. Strickland
pledged to fix the system while
campaigning for governor in 2006.
T Tie House plan will reduce a
limit on gains in state assistance
from 16 percent under Strickland's
plan to just under 2 percent, House

of thousands of
teachers..."
Michelle Prater | Spokeswoman
spokesman Keary McCarthy told
the Associated Press yesterday.
"We're bringing it down from
the original proposal in an effort to
ensure that we have an equitable
distribution of state resources to
the places where students have the
greatest need," he said.
The governor's plan and the
House's do not differ on their
intent to reduce the local property
tax burden on school districts by
as much as three mills lor S300 on
a $100,000 home) — with the state
picking up the difference.
But the Democrat-led House
is expected to propose spread-

ing that reduction over six years,
rather than over two, as the governor proposed, the AP learned from
sources close to the negotiations.
They spoke on condition of anonymity because the plan has not
yet been released.
Both changes will pick up revenue 1 louse lawmakers need to balance the budget. They are trying to
make up for $922 million in federal
stimulus money that Strickland's
budget office originally called for
distributing through the new state
formula.
McCarthy said the federal government has confirmed what
Strickland's critics had said: The
stimulus fluids earn" lx' used that
way and must be distributed using
federal guidelines.
"We're going to be pulling that
out of tile funding model, and I
think still being able to provide
some positive gains in state share
to school districts," McCarthy
said.

Listings Available On-Line
Visit www.johnnewloverealestate.com

Great Selection of
Houses & Apartments
in Good Locations!
by our office &

pick up the

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.

New Listings!

319 E. Wooster Street. Bowling (ireen. OH
Located Across I mm Taco Bell.
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260
Hours- Monday to Friday 8:30- to 5:30 • Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00
wwtt.johnnewlnverealeslate.com

fhe House plan would also
increase the average annual teacher salary—the figure that is used to
help calculate how much the state
Rives in school districts — from
S4.r).(KX) to closer to $54,000. The

higher number was recommended as moa' accurate hi a recent
analysis by the KnowkilgeWuik-.

Foundation.
Teacher unions had complained
that Strickland's plan underesti-

mated the cost of paying teachers by about 20 percent leaving
school systems around the state
underfunded by nearly another SI
billion.
Michele Prater, a spokeswoman for the Ohio liducatioti
Association, said the state's largest teacher union was waiting for
details of die I louse plan.
'"Ihis makes a difference to tens
of thousands of teachers fearful of

losing their jobs," she said.
In intensive negotiations that
continued yesterday. House leaders also pushed for eliminating
new minimums proposed by
Strickland for school nurses and
counselors charged with encouraging more family engagement in
school life, the sources told the AP.
McCarthy said new district
breakdowns would be available at
a news conference today.

NOW LEASING FOR 2009
LARGE 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
COLUMBIA
COURTS APTS
903 - 935 Thurstin
• 3 bedroom/ 2 full baths
• Furnished
■ Starting at -^ J76o°o
+ utilities -^""onrh
> On-site laundry^
■ Dishwasher/Garbage
Disposal
' Air conditioning &
Fireplaces available for
an additional cost
■ Free Wireless Internet

HEINZ APTS

MERCER MANOR
323 & 331
S. Mercer Rd.

424 Frazee
808 & 818 N. Enterprise

• 3 bedroom/ 2 full baths
• Furnished

• Starting at .£"
+ utilities
• On-site laundry'
■ Air Conditioning
1
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Dishwasher & Garbage
Disposal
• Plenty of parking
■ Free Internet Access

• 3 bedroom/ 2 fullbaths
• Starting at

^$7.5^,

■•-utilities

A"*" ">onrh£

• On-site laundry\--v--ri
•Air Conditioning
• Fireplace, Microwave,
Dishwasher & Garbage
Disposal
• BGSU Shuttle stop
• Plenty of parking
•Free Wireless Internet

www.g reenbriarrentals.com
445 E Wooster St
Bowling Green. OH 43402
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Monday - Friday: 9am - 5pm
Saturday: 10am - 3pm
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www greenbnarrentals com
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Rise to glory

6
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«

•

The downfall

-

1990-91

1968

^

Nov 26 - The University Athletic
:i>e votes to establish

■■K.

hockey as a varsity sport

1969

BOXING
Oscar De La Hoya
announces retirement at age of 36.
Oscar De La Hoya spent

Nov 14 - The hockey team wins
the fust game m program history, defeating the University of
Windsor 8-5.

•*v^^

if

+

\

1994

V.

^^^^

Oct. 14 - Buddy Powers replaces
Jerry York as head coach Powers
accumlated just three winning
seasons in eight years.

^I^"-^.

1997-98

1971-72
The Central Collegiate Hockey
Association opens play with
Bowling Green as one of four
charter members.

ETHAN MAGOC I THE BG NEWS

CRUMBLING: The outdated BGSU Ice Arena was built in 1967 and has slowly beer deteriorating since then. The only mapr
rennovation done to the building was to add seating, and a $4 million rennovation project was put on hold earlier this year.

years atop the boxing world
as arguably the most popular
lighter. Yesterday at a press
conference the Golden Boy
announced his retirement. De
La Hoya will likely end up in
Canastota. NY. home of the
Professional Boxing Hall of
Fame.
Page 7

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog

1973
Nov. 2 - Legendary coach Ron
Mason wins first game with the
Falcons.

1979
March 10 - The Falcons beat
Ohio State 11-7 to earn their third
straight NCAA Tournament bid.

1982
March 26 - Geoige McPhee
becomes first Hobey Baker award
winner in BG history.

Be sure to log on to The
BG News Sports Blog for
continued coverage of your
favorite Falcons sports
teams. Well have updates on
Michael Ream when they are
forthcoming Well also have

as well as coverage of the
baseball and Softball teams,
www. bgnewssports.com

By Scan Shapiro
Reporter

PAST CHAMP: ;erry York, who no*
coaches Boston College, was at the
helm when BG won ihe 1984 National
Championship

GOKE PRO: Dan Sexton, the leading scorer lor the Fakons last
season, signed a professional contract to play for the Anaheim
Mighty Ducks Sextons decision came one day before Nick Bailen.
David Solway and Patrick Tiesling asked for their releases

1984
March 24 - The Falcons win
the longest NCAA Championship
Game in history, beating
Minnesota-Duluth 5-4 in
quadruple overtime.
1990

eball

The once champion Falcon hockey
team now struggling to compete

March 17 - The Falcons lose to
Maine in the first round of the
NCAA Tournament BG has not
been back to since.

March 14 - Despite a No. 2
national ranking and a 28-8-4
record. BG is not invited to
NCAA Tournament.

continued coverage of spring
football throughout the week,

Downfall
They hung so close together, two banners among
mam from the Verizon Center's rafters above
the NCAA Hockey National Championship last
Saturday night
To the left, the banner honoring the championship accolades of Boston University and to
the right a banner hung embroidered with three
words: BOWLING GREEN, 1984.
So close together in the rafters, but in real
it\ the programs currently could not be farther apart. As Boston University celebrated its
fifth national championship on the ice below,
bowling Green's hockey program faces its darkest hour.
The former college hockey powerhouse has
slowly dipped into a mediocrity unmatched by
most college hockey programs.
The Falcons have not had a winning season
since 1997, and they have not stepped onto the
ice at an NCAA tournament since March 1990.
What has happened in the last 25 years since
the Falcons 5-4 quadruple overtime NCAA

1983

BG finish season with a losing
record for the (irst time in over a
decade with a 15-23-2 record

Championship win at Lake Placid?
Icrry York, Bffs coach at the time, has since
moved on to win two more national championshipsat Boston College, his alma mater. However,
the 19KI title still holds the most importance in
his memory.
"The first one is very, very special because it
gives \ on a sense of'Here's how things should be
done,"' York told I he BC News in October 2008.
11 nogs were done that way for the next halfdec ade. hut once the program entered the 1990's
B( i hockey drifted into an afterthought.
An improper home
first built in 1967, the BGSU Ice Arena has
received only one major renovation in its 43year-old history and that was to add seating
capacity. Not only does the rink lack aesthetic
value, it also is crumbling structurally.
"As far as the building goes, it's old it and needs
a lot of help," said Pete Schwcdersky a maintenance worker and zamboni driver at the arena.
Despite the structural damages, Ohio State
See DOWNFALL | Page 7

An 8-27-3 season record begins
a string of 12 straight losing
seasons.

2002
April 15 - Scott Paluch is named
coach of Falcon hockey In his first
season. B6 finished 8-25-3.

2005
March II - For the first time in
over a decade. BG hosts a home
CCHA playoff series. AlaskaFairbanks swept the Falcons.

2008
March 9 - Jacob Cepis scores
in overtime to give BG a playoff
win. A little more than nine
months later, Cepis transferred.

2009
March 7 - The 2008-09 season
ends with a 11-24-3 record. Three
days later, rumors swirled the
program would be cut.

2009
March 17 - In an open letter
to fans Athletic Director Greg
Christopher wrote all 18 varsity
sports would play in 2009-10.

2009
April 6-7 - The Falcons lose four
players in 48 hours (Dan Sexton.
Nick Bailen, David Solway and
Patrick Tiesling).

Trmm
Today in
Sports History
1997—Baseball honors
Jackie Robinson by retiring
No. 42 for all teams.
1991—Magic Johnson sets
NBA record for career assists
with 9.898.
1977—First baseball game
held at Montreal's Olympic

Stadium.

The List

ETHAN MAGOC I THE BG NEWS

ETHAN MAGOC I I HE BG NEWS

ONE OF THE FIRST: Jacob Cepis scored a goal in overtime to
give the Falcons a playoff win over Lake Superior State two seasons ago Roughly nine months later, he transferred to MinnesotaDuluth due to "personal reasons."

BGSUFALCONSCOM

MAN IN CHARGE: Scott Paluch has
been head coach of the Falcons since
2002. His contract expires at the end
of the 200910 season

The 2009 NFL Schedule was
released yesterday, and today
were looking at the upcoming

Thomas to get second
chance, will coach at FIU

season's most exciting prime
time match ups.

1. September 10: The
season will open up with the
Steelers hosting the Titans.

Tim Reynolds

Last year the Titans stomped
on the "terrible towels."

2. September 14:
The debut of Monday Night
Football will plant Terrell
Owens and the Bills against
Tom Brady and the Patriots.

3. October 25: The
Cardinals will play one of
JAlAPflETE

their three prime time games
against the Giants. It'll be a

AP PHOTO

DEFENSE: The Detroit Red Wings won it all last season. The Blue Jackets will look to rewrite the script this postseason.

matchup of the previous two
NFC Champions.

4. November 15:
Brady vs. Manning will be
born again when a fixed
up Brady leads the Patriots
against the Colts.

5. November 29:
The Steelers will meet the
Ravens on NBC's Sunday
Night Football in a rematch
of last year's AFC Conference
Championship game. Expect
a lot a bone crushing hits and
only a few points.

quickly to lock up its top choice
for the job.
"Isiah will give FIU a tremenMIAMI — While growing up In dous opportunity to take the
Serbia, Florida International for- basketball program to the highward Nikola Gacesa often heard est level," l-'IU athletic director
his father talk about the way Pete Garcia said.
Isiah Thomas played basketball.
In New York, Thomas endu red
"He is a big fan," Gacesa said.
legal and personal troubles off
Gacesa will soon have his own the court, and more losses than
stories to tell: Thomas is back wins on it. His Knicks were 23in coaching, accepting an offer 59 last season, prompting a firfrom Fill to revive his career ing many fans had long awaited.
and their program.
The Knicks never won a playoff
Ending a whirlwind courtship, game in his tenure as president
Thomas and FIU agreed on a or coach.
five-year contract Tuesday — an
Knicks president Donnic
out-of-nowhere deal that gives Walsh, who fired Thomas,
the former Knicks coach and wished him luck at FIU.
president a chance to restore
"I think it's a great thing for
the reputation he built as a Hall him and it's kind of what I wantof l-'amc player and tarnished ed for him from the day I let him
through a series of embarrass- go," Walsh said.
ments in New York.
It was more than losses that
"I'm committed to growing doomed Thomas in New York.
something here, and strongly
In 2007, a jury ordered Knicks
believe that over time, we'll put a owner Madison Square Garden
team on the floor that everyone to pay $11.6 million to a former
at FIU can be proud of," Thomas team executive who alleged
said.
she was sexually harassed by
Thomas helped the Detroit Thomas, who continually mainPistons win two NBA champion- tained his innocence and was
ships as one of the all-time great never found personally liable.
point guards, then coached the
This past October, there was
Indiana Pacers before taking more drama.
over in New York, where an array
See ISIAH | Page 7
of problems marred his tenure.
Nonetheless, FIU moved
The Associated Press

Red Wings and Blue Jackets to face off
Larry Lag*

start or it will heoverquick. We've
been in that situation, too,"
With many of their current
DETROIT — The Detroit Keel players, the Red Wings lost in
Wings are just about always in the first round three years ago
the playoffs.
against eight-seeded T.dmonton
The Columbus Blue Jackets and didn't advance in 2003 or
are still playing for the first time 01.
Columbus is about to start
in franchise history.
The defending Stanley Cup making its own postseason hischampions, though, insist tory.
"We're an underdog because of
they're not looking past the postthe names," coach Ken Hitchcock
season neophytes.
"We're taking this seriously," said. "But we're here. We're at the
Detroit's llcnrik Zetterberg said dance. So, let's play." •
Genie 1 is Thursday night In
Tuesday. "The first round is
Detroit.
lough.
"You have to get off to a quick
The Blue lackets won a franThe Associated Press

chise-high 41 games — at least
six more than they've had in a
season since joining the NHL in
200(1
iii I litchcock's third season behind the their bench.
Changing the losing culture
in Columbus keyed the turnaround, Hitchcock said.
"When you exit the locker
room and you feel the same way
after a win or after a loss, you're
In deep trouble," said Hitchcock,
who was hired early in the 200607 season. "T hat was what was
going on here. The wins felt the
See NHL | Page 7
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to the game at game time and
get a seat.
"If you were going to get in you
From Page 6
had to get it in early," Markell
coach and BG alumnus John said. "It wasa new sport; we had
Markell sees a simple solution the bleacher creatures. That
10 fix one of the arena's biggest was a different time in their stoproblems.
ried history."
"What's wrong with that
While Markell played at BCi
rink? As an opposing coach all during winning times, most
I see that rink needs is lighting," currentundergraduatestudents
Markell said.
were toddlers the last time BG
Despite Markell's views, the made an NCAA tournament.
rink also needs new compresCurrent Michigan coach
sors to make ice, better ventila- Red Berenson took over in Ann
tion and is structurally unstable Arbor one year after BG brought
to live that much longer into the home the school's only national
future.
title. That same year, current
It appeared the arena would BG coach Scott Paluch was a
get a proper facelift this spring, freshman defenseman for the
however due to economic rea- defending national champs.
sons, the $4 million in planned
"I remember Bowling Green
renovations were suspended.
being a top team in the conferThe life of the Ice Arena, and ence back then. They had a lot
possibly the hockey program, is of talent and I remember Scotty
likely to be decided within the I'aluch being a top recruit and
next few months as University offensive defenseman for that
president Carol Cartwright program," Berenson told The
has put together a committee BG News in early lanuary.
to review the future of the letIn the past 25 years, Central
Arena.
Collegiate Hockey Association
The committee seems prom- teams
like
Berenson's
ising for the hockey program, as Wolverines, have continued
two former BG coaches (lack to improve, while the Falcons
Vivian and Ron Mason) are part have taken an opposite path.
of the committee.
Since BG's national title, six
For Markell, the delayed rink different CCHA teams have
renovations are even more made an appearance in the
frustrating, considering the Frozen Four — most recently
University is going to build a Miami in its overtime loss to
$36 million convocation center, Boston University last Saturday
primarily for basketball.
night.
"The $36 million basketball
And since 1990, Alaskaarena amazed me," Markell Fairbanks is the only other
said. "The students wouldn't CCHA team not to get an NCAA
vote for that to go into the rink. tournament bid. But after a
The Ihockeyl program that has fourth place conference finwon them a national champi- ish in 2008-09, it seems the
onship and put them on the Nanooks have turned the cormap. I don't know, maybe that's ner away from mediocrity.
because the kids are naive of
Almost gone
what it used to be."
Rumors that the hockey proOnce A Powerhouse
gram would be cut picked up
When Markell was a player at steam after Bowling Green's
BCi students couldn't show up Sentinel-Tribune published an

article with the gloomy prediction on March 10.
But BG Athletic Director Greg
Christopher put those rumors
to rest in an open letter to B(i
fans one week later.
"I wanted to let you know that
we will field all 18 of our sports
teams for the 2009-10 school
year," Christopher wrote in the
letter.
Numerous attempts to reach
Christopher for this story were
unsuccessful.
Among the rumors, one of
the most pressing issues was
that Cartwright was president
at Kent State when their hockey
program was cut on April 13,
1994.
In seven seasons in the CCHA,
Kent struggled and never finished above seventh in the season standings.
According to Cartwright, the
situation at Kent was much
different. A committee, much
like the one put together for
the BGSU Ice Arena right now,
decided it was belter to downgrade to a club program rather
than struggle in the CCHA.
"Do you really think I would
have found my way to BG just
to cut a hockey program?"
Cartwright told The BG News
on March 17. "The Kent program had absolutely nothing to
do with my preferences."
Cartwright said she had no
idea ,how the rumors about
the program's demise grew so
strong but put emphasis on
the point that athletics, like all
things, have to make some cuts
with the current economy.
BG hockey, for now not
among those cuts, will indeed
be around in 2009-10.
But as it stands today, the program continues to lack a clear
direction back to the place it
held 25 years ago — in the rafters above college hockey's biggest stage.

Golden Boy retires, ends an era in boxing
Beth Harril
The Associated Press

LOS ANGELES — Oscar De La
Hoya called it quits in the ring
Tuesday, ending a career in
which he won 10 world titles in
six divisions and became boxing's most popular fighter.
He announced his decision
at an outdoor plaza across
the street from Staples Center,
where a statue of the 36-year-old
Golden Boy stands.
"I've come to the conclusion that it's over," the East Los
Angeles native said before hundreds of fans, including comedian George Lopez and Oscarnominated actor and former
fighter Mickey Rourke. "It's over
inside the ring for me."
De La Hoya retires four
months after he was thoroughly
beaten by Manny Pacquiao, his
fourth loss in his last seven fights.
He has not defeated a formidable opponent since Fernando
Vargas in 2002. Age and diminished skills led to losses in recent
years to Felix Trinidad. Shane
Mosley, Bernard Hopkins and
Floyd May weal her Jr.
He won his last title in May
2006, beating Ricardo Mayorga
in six rounds for the WBC 154oound belt. He finished with a
record of 39-6 and 30 knockouts.
"This is the love of my life, boxing is my passion, boxing is what
1 was born to do," De La Hoya
said. "When I can't do it anymore, when I can't compete at
the highest level, it's not fair. It's
not fair to me, it's not fair to the
fans, it's not fair to nobody."
De La Hoya transcended his
sport, generating crossover

appeal among Latinos and
whites. He was especially popular among women, who filled
his news conferences and fights
while screaming their approval of the boxer blessed with a
magnetic smile and movie-star
looks.
De La Hoya said he based his
decision on not wanting to let
down his fans or himself. But
he admitted he struggled to end
things.
"Now 1 understand why athletes have such a tough time
retiringfromsomethingthatyou
feel so passionate about, from
your sport that you're always
thinking you can try one more
time," he said.
"I can still train hard and I can
still compete, but when you're
an athlete that has competed
on the highest level for a lot of
years, it's not fair. It's not fair to
step inside the ring and not give
my best."
Although the second half of
his career wasn't as successful,
De La Hoya was a champ at the
ticket window. His bouts were
guaranteed pay-per-view successes, and he was a cash cow
for HBO, which broadcast 32 of
his fights — most of any boxer
— and generated millions in
profits for the cable network.
De La Hoya's last title bout
was in May 2007, when he lost
to Mayweather for the WBC 154pound title in Las Vegas, the site
of most of his bouts.
De La Hoya kept a stern expression during his announcement,
his voice breaking only when
he thanked his father, Joel, who
sat on the stage with the boxer's
wife, Millie Corretjer, a Puerto

Rican singer.
"I remember the times when
he would take me to the gym
and never gave up on me," De
La Hoya said. "We've lived
some tough moments inside
the ring, we've been through
everything, but my father was
always there for me. Thank
you for pushing me as hard as
you can."
De La Hoya began boxing at
age 5, following in the path of
his grandfather and father. I Ic
won an Olympic gold medal
at the 1992 Barcelona Games,
delivering on a promise to his.
late mother, Cecilia, who died
of breast cancer two years earlier. It was that performance
that launched his pro career.
De La Hoya wi 11 stay i nvolved
in the sport as a promoter
with his successful Golden
Boy Promotions company. He
had been juggling the roles of
boxer and promoter in the last
few years, preparing for his
eventual retirement.

avoided a championship hangover.
"If you told meat the start of the
year thai we were going to gel "ll
wins, I woiild'vc said, You're out
of your mind." I never dreamed
we could do that." Babcock said.

same as the losses.
"That's completely changed
now."
Detroit defenseman Nicklas "I thought we would be too worn
l.idstrom said individual players out.
such as goaltender Steve Mason
"li wasn't pretty, but a lot of
and forward Rick Nash along people would like to be us."
with Hitchcock's coaching are
Columbus doesn't need lo
enough to get his attention.
be envious of the Red Wings
"Mason had a terrific sea- because it fared pretty well In
son and Nash had 40 goals," the regular season, winning
l.idstrom said. "But the biggest twice in regulation and once in
reason they're in the playoffs overtime against them, includis how well they're playing Ken ing an 8-2 victory last month at
I litchcock's system,
Joe Louis Arena.
"They play real well without
"We heal every team dial's
the puck and they don't give you in the playoff this year al least
once," Columbus' R.J. Umberger
a lot of space to skate."
The Red Wings won a lot of said.
games this season, as usual, but
While the Red Wings are not
they stumbled down the stretch publicly looking past Columbus
with a 3-6-1 record.
and toward a third Stanley
Babcock said the lied Wings Cup in seven seasons. Mike
weren't emotionally or physi- Commodore wouldn't mind if
cally engaged when it was clear they were,
the San Jose Sharks were going
"I don't think they will, but I
to have the NHL's best record.
hope they do," he said. Thai
Overall, though, he was would be fine with me."
pleased with how his players
Chances arc. though, the

Red Wings will be menially and
physically on top of their game.
I hey assembled a team tal
ented enough to compete In the
Mil before the salary cap and
the) knovi financial constraints
will break up trie current rosier.
Marian llossa is playing on
a one-year contract, hoping his
financial sacrifice will pay off
by hoisting the Stanley Cup in
a couple of months, after turn
ing down a chance to make
a lot more money with the
Eastern Conference champion
Pittsburgh Penguins.
"The feel ing after you win must
be amazing,' llossa said. "last
Near. I was very close to thai and
thai is going to drive me to feel
thai feeling.'
Zetterberg and Johan Franzen
signed 12- and 11-year contracts
this season 10 stay in Detroit,
instead of become free agents
this summer, and those deals
Will prevent some teammates
from reluming next season.
Seizing the moment will be
cincol Babcoi k's messages.
"These opportunities with
good learns don't come very
often," he said.

"Conic down lo Miami, spend a
year with me.' I think he's positioned to do well with recruiting
there."
Miami Heat center Jermaine
O'Neal, who played for'Thomasal
Indiana, said the coach deserved
a new opportunity.
1 le's a motivator and a teacher
and lie has some skills that really
fit the college level.' O'Neal said.
"He can lake people and make
them feel like they have a chance
to be anything they want in life."
Thomas replaces Sergio Rouco,
who was reassigned Monday
after |«isting a losing record in
each of his five seasons as coach.
Thomas' hiring brings another coach with strong New York
ties to the Sun Beli Conference's
schools ill South Florida: Former
St. John's coach Mike Jarvis jiisi
completed his first year at Florida
Atlantic, about an hour north of

111) in Boca Raton.
"I think it is a great day for the
league, lo be very honest with
you." larvis said. "Anything that
will help bring real media aiten
lion to the league1, il helps. Il helps
with recruiting, it helps with per
cepiions thai people have."
Thomas spent his entire NBA
playing career with the Pistons,
appeared in II All-Star games
and was the MVP of the 1990
NBA finals, when Detroit won its
second straight title.
His new players, (lacesa said,
couldn't be more thrilled.
"It's an incredible feeling,"
(iacesa said. I think we're still
realizing how big this is for us. We
slill don't realize how big this is,
how much knowledge and skills
he can offer us and how much
he can help us lake this school to
another level take this school to
where we are supposed lo be."

NHL
From Paqe 6

ISIAH
From I
Officers responded to Thomas'
New York-area home alter a 911
call reported someone had overdosed on sleeping pills. According
lo police reports, officers found a
man passed out and gave him
oxygen until an ambulance
arrived.
Authorities never publicly identified Thomas as the victim, but
a person familiar with the case
confirmed to the AP that it was
Thomas.
Still, Thomas' hiring at I'll)
quickly became a galvanizing
story in South Florida.
"This is bigger than basketball and bigger than athletics,"
said F1U president Modesto A.
Maidique. "Having a nationally
recognized coach like Isiah at Fill
will have a positive impact on
our university as a whole, helping us achieve additional national
exposure."
With Thomas — whose career
record in the NBA was 187-223
(including three playoff seasons
with the Pacers) — on board,
national exposure is certain.
"It's a testament to the direction of I'll) athletics," Golden
Panthers football coach Mario
Cristobal said. "It's a great thing.
There's tremendous amounts of
excitement here."
Thomas will face some immediate challenges: Fill went 13-20
this past season, its third 20-loss
campaign in four years, and has
not posted a winning record
since 1999-2000. He'll need to
move quickly on filling some roster slots, since the spring signing
period for Division 1 players siaris
Wednesday.
"If you really think aboui it,
some of these kids that are coming out of AAU thai are going lo
go to college for one year, that's
a pretty good sell," Walsh said.
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Starting at $425/month
Summer, semester, or year leases
Laundry facilities

Free High Speed Wireless

Stove, fridge, microwave. 25" TV
Includes cable, gas, electric, water
Outdoor pool use
Fully furnished

Eicellenl location for BGSU f
Slow, fridge, dishwasher, dfs
Jacuzzi lub in some units
Den/Office in some units
Fireplace, Central air, Lawn Care

Four great floor plans
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Washer and dryer hook up
Pet Friendly
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PLUS RECEIVE

Dale: Saturday April 18th
Time: 7-1 1PM
Location: 101 Olscamp
Admission: Goodwill Donation
Dress code: Formal Attire
live DJ. All Nighll
Free appetizers,deserts and drinksl
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WHETHERHOLT
From Page 4
becoming anything like mine
and my friends', your weekends
have also become obsolete and
packed full nf work rather than
play.
Despite having a heavy workload on the final weekends of a
semester, most people still try
10 cram in quite a bit of partying and having fun before finals
week, however you still need to
wake up the next day and be
somewhat productive. But with
Celebration Tuesdays you can
have a ton of fun, wake up and
go to class and you have gotten some of the rowdiness out
of your system and are free for
the rest of the week to study
and prepare for finals without
having that itch to procrastinate
and hang out with your friends.
l-br a lot of people, especially
you singles out there, parties or
bar-hopping on the weekends
is all about going and mingling
with the opposite gender, but

at the same time you want to
have fun and have a more than
appropriate amount of drinks
while you are at it. Celebration
Tuesday solves this.
You can have that wild bender early on and then, when the
weekend hits, you are free to
do what you need to because
you were already blotto only 48
hours ago. It covers that awkward shunning of your friend
as your beer pong partner to
have some attractive so-and-so
playing at your side, because
you already ran things on
the immaculate Celebration
Tuesday earlier that week.
Some people may think the
idea of a Celebration Tuesday is
going a little far, and if you feel
the need to drink three or more
days out of the week you might
have a problem. Celebration
Tuesday does not necessarily
mean going out drinking.
However, as 1 have found nut.

college life goes by extremely
fast, and before you know it,
you are all going to be out there
trying to find what I like to call
"big kid jobs" and If you think
you can pull off hanging out
with your friends until four in
the morning more than once,
maybe twice a week, tops, while
holdingdown a nine to five, then
you are just fooling yourself.
It's only in college that you
can go out and have fun until
the wee hours of the morning
for the better part of the week
and it's all good, because after
college, you are labeled as having a problem, so you might as
well make the most of it and
have the best four or five years
of your life and pad that extra
time with the always fun and
exciting Celebration Tuesday.

RICCOBONO

disorders are still around, and
we would do well to investigate
their position in the socio-economic system, instead of calling the skinny girl "rexy" and
calling it a day. It might even
lead to some acknowledgement
of a twisted kind of jealousy
that I contend can be part of the
attack on the anorexic. She may
be weak, but she also managed
to achieve an ideal we see in
magazines all the time.
And now for an interlude.
Since 1 started this column talking about words. I had planned to
explain the difference between
"anorexic" and "anorectic." But.
after investigation in online

dictionaries and the trusty old
Oxford English Dictionary, I
remain confused. Both words
can be an adjective or a noun
referring to a sufferer of anorexia
nervosa. Perhaps this demonstrates that conscientious use of
words is important but difficult.
Although wordplay is a fun
and worthwhile exercise, there is
a fine line between playing and
hating when terms lose context.
Using "rape" lightly is insensitive unless, like the wily comedian, you make a concerted effort
to prove otherwise. And, contrary to what some girls seem to
think, anorexic/anorectic is not
synonymous with stupid.

From Page 4

RICHTER
From Page 4
your spouse's job will be there
today much less tomorrow,
thai doesn't matter either.
Whai you had better worry
about is getting pasi the head
shrinks when the ki<t is sick.
Remember, these are the
same quacks who cure depression — except the pills don't
work and they're no) sine
what exactlj depression is.
and sometimes the pills cause
homicide or suicide or (you'll
love this) cause depression
These are the same quacks
who cure depression bj drugging the patient into insensi-

bility, lust exactly what a new
mother needs, a mind thai is

numb with dope.
It's even better than that,
for ii the doctor wants, you
lathers get the same treatment. You can be forced to
take drugs, be institutionalized, or get shock treatment
just the same as your wife.
That's the beauty of psychiatry. Even with misdiagnosis
and failure rates, it doesn't
matter because the government is calling the shots.
This is what Robert l.atta
wants lor your wife, your
daughter, your mother and
you. He's so sine of it that he

voted to suspend all debate on
the MOTHERS Act. Not just

\ote lot it hut not even allow a
discussion.
It's not past tin' Senate yet.

it goes to the H.E.L.P. committee, where Senator Brown
has said in the past he likes
the hill. Maybe you should tell
him what you think.
Editor's Note: The Melanie
Blocker Stokes Art passed the
House by a vote of 391-8 March
MI. II ii passes the Senate, It will
become law. You can monitor
the hill and read other opinions
of ii 111 httpillwww.opencongress.org/bttl/Ul-h20/show.

daily for the white, economically comfortable Cornell girls
I'm talking about in this article.
So, instead of attacking each
individual anorectic, it would
lie more productive to consider
why anorexia, and eating disorders in general are still prominent among women. It may be
more difficult now to see eating
disorders as a problem because,
not only have we been conscious
of them our whole lives, we have
personally seen (and probably
experienced) them. But eating

— Respond to /ash at

tlienews9bgnews.com,

O'Reilly knows nothing about rap
By Travis Andrews
The Daily Reveille

— Respond to lolm at
thenews9bgnews.com.

Sit down. This may shock you.
Bill O'Reilly, die famous "political pundit" who gets his kicks yelling his opinions at the masses,
has again aimed his sword at rap
music with a marginal understanding of the subject.
O'Reilly has blasted rap icons
in the past. 1 le blamed Kihanna's
savage heating on rap music rather than on Chris Brown. He called
Lidacris — who talks about getting too drunk and hooking up
with less than desirable women
— a gangster rapper in 2002 and

torched
Pepsi for using him in its ads.
Uidacris was dropped from the
ads the next day.
He called Nas, the hyper-literate rapper who helped legitimize
the genre, a "vile rapper."

After the Iay-Z/Young Jeezy performance in D.C., O'Reilly claimed
")ay-Z should know better."
I'm not sure why he should
know better, but that's another
story.
Now, O'Reilly has taken his
attacks to Eminem, who lie claims
"no one over 25 listens to."
Someone should give Eminemsupporter Elton lohn the memo.
I'm fairly sure he's at least 26.
O'Reilly is angry about Eminem's
newsingle"VVe Made You."
I'm mad, too, because Eminem
is one of my favorite rappers, and
die song is a horrendous piece of
trash.
To call it a comeback is an insult
to the work Eminem did on his
first four major albums.
O'Reilly, on the other hand, is
mad because Eminem dropsa line
about having sex with Sarah Palin.
He calls the song an "obscene rant

about Sarah Palin." which is ridiculous considering the number of
other celebrities attacked in the
song. 1 le even got up in amis that
feminist groups aren't attacking
Eminem for the song.
While the man's point is valid
— the dig is cheap, stupid, puerile and frankly boring — it again
highlights his ignorance of the
genre.
Eminem came to lame as one
of the most controversial rappers
to grace the game. 1 le sang songs
about violently murdering his exwife Kim. He rapped about killing
homosexuals. He rapped about
committing suicide frequently.
There is no doubt that, if someone were so inclined, an argument against Eminem's morality
could easily be made.
But it seems O'Reilly, as is
often the case with the blowhard,
missed the forest for the trees.

Semester Leases
ATTENTION W.

FM.L 2009

E

Ml i/4
GREENBRIAR, INC
352-1717
445 E. WOOSTER
^greenbriarrentals.com

1045 N.Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800

Management Inc. www.meccabg.com

Student Housing

meccabg.com
• 117 Lehman Ave

'

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

,.—...

I

• Huge One Bedroom Lower Duplex
• Close to Downtown
• Quiet Living
*•»"

NATION
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Husband of Virgina Tech
victim still looking for peace

9

Drought causes families in
California to lessen water use
By Garancc Burke

By So. Linduy
The Associated Press

BLACKSBURG, Va. — Jerzy
Nowak acknowledges he's not
yet comfortable in the peace
center he helped to create at the
site of the worst mass shooting
in modern U.S. history.
His wife, locelyne CoutureNowak, was teaching French in
Virginia Tech's Norris Hall when
she was gunned down on April
16,2007. Troubled graduate student Seung-Hui Cho killed two
people in a dorm and 30 others
in the second-floor classroom
wing where Courure-Nowakdied
before fatally shooting himself.
Two years later, victims' families and survivors are still trying to make sense of what happened. Classes will be canceled
on the anniversary tomorrow,
and events will include an open
house at the peace center, a
candlelight vigil and a memorial

"... she has learned
that a portion of
it is dedicated
to peace..."
Jerzy Nowak | Director

ceremony.
For some, a trip to campus
is part of working through their
grief. For others, it's still too painful.
"I went for a visit yesterday,"
Nowak, the center's director,
who will move into the building
later this month, said recently.
"Honestly, my heart sank."
But the former horticulture
department chairman said he
pushed to create the peace center because it will help families
heal. The center is already working on violence prevention for
at-risk youth.

Nowak's resolve was strengthened by an e-mail from a woman
who had never planned to visit
the building where her daughter
died.
"Bui now that she has learned
that a portion of il is dedicated to
peace, she is considering going,''
he said. "This is so encouraging
to me"
Others, like Michael table of
Flemington, N.|.. and his wife,
still find it too painful to come
to campus for the anniversary
events. Instead he says they plan
to visit the cemetery near their
home where their son. Michael
Pohle In, is buried.
Some families have made their
own peace with what happened
that day, but the I'ohles are
among those who have lingering
animosity toward administrators
and feel they've never received
an adequate explanation of officials' actions the morning of the
shootings.

Two women indicted for scamming
insurance companies, funeral businesses
By Thorn** Watkiru
The Associated Press

LOS ANGELES — It was quite a
send-off for )im Davis, or so the
people paying his funeral bills
were led to believe.
They were told Davis was
laid to rest at Abbey Memorial
Park in Compton after being
placed in an ornate, top-of-theline casket lined with elaborate
floral arrangements. Altogether,
the bill to bury Davis at the
palm-lined cemetery came to
nearly $31,000.
But there was a problem:
There was no lim Davis. He was
dreamed up by a group of scam
artists, authorities say.
And prosecutors say the coffin that was lowered into the
ground was made out of cheap

plywood or cardboard, filled
with either rocks or butchered
meat and animal bones, apparently to convince those who
handled it that there was a body
inside.
l-'aye Shilling, 60, and lean
Crump, 67, were indicted last
week on federal charges that
they scammed insurance companies and funeral-related
businesses out of as much as S1
million by taking out policies
on fictitious people and then
staging their funerals.
TWo other women previously
pleaded guilty in the case. The
indictment lists just two fabricated deaths, but authorities
said there may have been as
many as seven.
The participants went so far
as to file phony death certifi-

cates, and bought a $3,354 burial plot for "|im Davis," investigators said. Davis was the only
one "buried." The others were
supposedly cremated, evidently because that was easier to
pull off.
"The allegations, if true, are
quite shocking." federal prosecutor Anthony Montero said
Monday after Shilling and
Crump pleaded not guilty to
fraud. "It does demonstrate
an enormous level of deception and a commitment to hide
their fraud."
The women were freed on
SI0,000 bail. In a telephone
interview with The Associated
Press, Shilling said: "I am hurt,
just hearing things that I know
are not true. Someone is trying
to destroy me, but why?"

The Associated Press

FRESNO Calif. — As drought
forces families in the West to
shorten their showers and let
their lawns turn brown, two
Depression-era government
programs have been paying
some of the nation's biggest
farms hundreds of millions of
dollars to grow water thirsty
crops in what was once desert.

Records obtained by The
Associated Press show that the
federal government handed
out more than S6H7 million
in subsidies over the past two
years to hundreds of farmers
in California and Arizona, the
most seriously droughl-strick-

GARYKAZANJUN
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DROUGHT: T'ntd-goneralion farmer Daniel Errotabere is shown near a mobile drip water
station that cost thousands in order to use less water in the fields of Rrverdale. Calif An
Associated Press investigation found that some of the nation's largest farms clustered in
diought-stncfcen California and Arizona collected more than $687 million tn subsidies m the

en states in the West

last two years from two Depression-era programs to grow water-thirsty crops in what was

One program pays farmers
for planting water-needy crops
such as cotton and rice, which
are largely grown by flooding
the fields. The other provides
cut-rate water for irrigation.
Farmers and government
officials strongly defend the
double-dip subsidies, saying
they produce an abundance of
food and jobs.

once desert to provide cut-rate water for irrigation

lint now. with I he West boom
ingin population and the region
gripped by both recession and
a dry spell, environmentalists,
city dwellers and members of
Congress are demanding the
government end or scale back
this decades-old practice that
essentialh rewards latins lot

using water, not conserving it.
With our weather patterns,
with climate change, and our
population growth, we've got

to look at how we use every
drop." said Hep. George Miller,
a Democrat who represents
part of the San I rancisco Hay
area.

Parents unsure what to do about 'sexting'
By Dave Gram
The Associated Press

MONTPEUER, Vt. — Parents,
school districts and law enforcement have been grappling with
what to do with teenagers who
take sexually explicit photos
of themselves with their cell
phone cameras and send them
to friends.
Vermont legislators are moving to get rid of one option:
child pornography counts that
result in lifetime listings on the
slate's Internet sex offender teg
istry.
Legislation passed by the
Vermont Senate and pending
in the House would remove the
most serious legal consequences for teenagers who engage in

"Do we want them
tagged as a sex
offender for the rest
of their lives? "
■. | Senator

"sexting." The bill would carve
out an exemption from prosecution for child pornography
for 13- to 18-year-olds on either
the sending or receiving end of
sexting messages, so long as the
sender voluntarily transmits an
image ol himself or herself.
I he hill, however, would not
legalize the conduct. Legislators
believe prosecutors could still
use laws against lewd and las-

civious conduct and against
disseminating indecent materials to a minor
State legislatures, including
Vermont's, have been cracking down on sexual predators
in recent years, hut lawmakers
heresaj thej doritwanl increasingly tough penalties applied to
those caught up in what many
regard as a youthful fad.
"Welch that it's poor behavior
and it's not something we want
to give our OK to," said Sen.
Richard Sears. D-licnnington
and chairman of the Senate
ludiciary Committee. "But at
the same time, do we want a kid
in jail? Do we want them tagged
as a sex offender for the rest of
their lives? And the answer is
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This week in BG News history

The Daily Crossword Fix

In 1992. the Board of Trustees
held a meeting to discuss
renaming the football stadium
after former coach Doyt L. Perry

■
1

In 1994. former University
employee Robert Moyers
founded "The Center of
Awesome Love." an organization
that aimed to get rid of negative
feelings across the nation
In 2005. University student and
rugby player Tom Forbnzzio
attempted to break the world
record for the World's Fittest
Man. In 24 hours, he cycled over
100 miles, did over 1.100
push-ups. and 3.000 ab-crunches
as well as other workouts.

■
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ST. NEWS fU PHOTO

FIRE: - iomen battle a blaze atari old storage barn war in. i
g 'touise. which
cost an estimated $50,000 in damage, according to an April 17.1968 tssuo of The BG News.
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ACROSS

North Korea restarts nuke research program
By Jean H. Lee

ment from the U.N. agency.

The Associated Press

White House spokesman Robot

SEOUL, South Korra - Morth
Korea said vcMculay ii was restarting its rogue nuclear program,

booting 11.\. Inspectors and pulling out of disarmament talks in
an augr\ reaction toU.N. Security
CouncO condemnation of its April
5 rocket launch.
Pyongyang ordered LUM. mule
ar inspectors to remove seals and
camcrasfromitsYotigbyiin nuclear
site and leave thecounrryasquickly as possible, the International
Atomic Bnergj Agency said
North Korea told the IAEA it
was "immediately ceasing all
cooperation" and "has decided
to reactivate all facilities and go
ahead with the reprocessing of
spent fuel." according to a state-

(iibbs condemned the decision,
saying the international coinmunit\ will not accept North Korea
until it abandons what Washington
calls its pursuit of nuclear weapons. Trie North must "cease its provocative threats," he said.
Russia also deplored the move
and urged its neighbor to rejoin
six nation talks, which have been
held since 2ixxi in an attempt
to gel Pyongyang to give tip its
nuclear program in exchange
for aid and other concessions.
ISiitains Foreign Office said the
break with the IAI.A was "completely unjustified.'
t iiina — PyongyangS main ally
and the host of the talks — called
fin calm on all sides.
Despite its defiance, analysts

Help Wanted

For Rent

BG

BARTENDING! up to S300/day No
exp. necessary. Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext !74

NEWS

400 Counselors/Instructors needed!
Coed summer camps in Poconos PA
Call 800-488-4321 www.lohikan.com

Classified Ads

419-372-6977
I'hi' Hi i Pfcwi "ill mil knnwinjiK .HI i|H
■ is ih;ii iliMittniiijtc. Of
iisitimmalinn IgllMI III]
tiulniilti.il tit gHMip Oil the btlb "f r.vv.
Won. national origin.
KOmi iiiit-ni.ilinn tli-iliilin ItatUI -IN .1
veteran, oron Uw butaol inj oiha togdrj
protected itttin

Experienced cook needed Apply in
person: Naslada Bistro. 182 S Main.
no phone calls please.
SUBLEASER needed ASAP lor
Copper Beech Townhouses.
3BR, 3 1/2 bath, lully furnished.
S1136/mo. S375/mo per room.
Lease May-July 13th,
contact Jesse at 419-2900668

ihi ii(, Newinsi rwstheiMii todedtaft
discontinue or revise inj idv
.! in Iv tlit.iiii.nory.
lacking In ni i
Kttngornuee
in nature ui Bdvenbementi ire nbfea
tiKHlliinganilappru..tl

For Sale
ART-A-SITE!
Stlversmithing supplies, tools, gemstones, 6 wk workshops Repairs &
custom work avail. 116 S Main. BG.
419-352-4455

Wanted
Female sublease! needed, S200/mo.
May-Aug 09. dales negotiable
e-mail nwisema@bgsu edu
Subleaser lor nice 1 BR apt.
close to downtown, avail May
S430/mo incl util. egerardObgsu edu
Subleaser needed lor 2BR apt.
S310/mo +utH, avail May or August
E-mail. elyshar@bgsu edu

For Rent
—1-4 BR apts S houses 09-10 sy.
11g house left, 8 allowed on lease,
next to campus & downtown,
low as $250/mo lor each student
See Cartyrentals.com for discounts
or call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm.

MYYWOODAPTS.

Help Wanted

*.
t Teacher - Bowling Green
Candidate must have a high school
diploma or GED, experience with
pre-school aged children & a working
knowledge ot early childhood development Responsibilities include
assisting the teacher with daily classroom activities, responding to needs
of children, maintaining cleanliness
of items used in the classroom and
preparing and maintaining accurate
reports and documents Must also
be willing to obtain a CDA within two
years. Must also submit to initial and
periodic physical exam background
checks. PT. avg 25 hrs/wk S8 15/hr
Send resume by April 24. 2009 to
WSOS CAC. Attn: HR-TA/BG/HM.
P.O. Box 590, Fremont OH 43420
EEOE
1 Bedroom Apartments

From Only $499!

say North Korea, one of the
poorest countries in the world,
is unlikely to abandon the talks
altogether, they suggested North
Korea could be trying to draw the
United States into direct negotiations, which it has long sought
llajime Izumi, a North Korea
expert at the University of
Shizuoka in Japan, said the North
Korean reaction was. designed to
"bring the United States to the
negotiating table and squeeze
maximum concessions from it."
All 15 members of the Security
Council, agreed Monday to
condemn (he April 5 launch as
a violation of U.N. resolutions
and to tighten sanctions against
the regime. The U.N. statement
was weaker than the resolution
lapan and the United States had
pursued.

I Bdrms./Studios
Spring Special:
Reduced Rent

#
>

1 & 2 BR apis, quiet. Sign up now lor
tall, save up to S1200
Susan- 419-841-9816, 419-345-4768

12 month leases starting May 2009:
841 3rd - 3BR duplex, $900 + util.
525 Manville - 3BR house
S700/mo + utilities,
424 S. College - 3BR house
S700/mo ♦ utilities,
818/822 2nd St-2BR.
S510/mo + gas/elec.
12 month leases starting Aug. 2009:
837 3rd St - 3BR duplex,
S885/mo tutil
322 E Court #2 -1BR. S435 incl. util,
453 S Prospect B- 1BR.
$330/mo ♦ electric.
www.bgapartments com
S. Smith Contracting
419-352-8917

130-134 Liberty St-1 8 2 BR's avail
S465-S625/mo + gas S elec.
Call 419-354-6036. 9am-3pm, M-F
www bghighlandmgmt.com
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Reliable information on all options.
Supportive and professional
441 Frazee 419.354.4673
www.bgpc.org
M-Th (10-5). Fri (10-1)
Please call lor an appointment.

Jay-Mar 8th & High St
2BR apts - $475-495/mo + gas/elec
Low security deposit,
419-354-6036, 9am-3pm M-F.
www.bghighlandmgmt.com
Just a couple great houses!
Lrg. 3 BR near campus, game room,
garage. W/D, air. pet friendly.
May or Aug. Call 419-806-4219.

Apts Studio- 1.2&3BR.
www.fiterentals.com
May & Aug, call 419-353-8206

MARTEN RENTALS
704 5th St, 710 7th St, 601 3rd St.
Call 419-352-3445.

Avail now, newly remodeled apt w/
3 BR, each w/ priv. bath & entrance.
Close to campus. S950/mo + elec.
Call 419-708-9981

Price Reduced, Fifth Street Apts
2BR, 2 bath, C/A, appliances,
shuttle stop across street, S450/mo
Call Jack or Phil at 800-829-8638.

Avail summer &/or 1st semester
only, see Cartyrentals com
Call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm.

Summit Hill 414/418 S. Summit St.
2*BR, A/C, garage. W/D, remodeled,
spacious, pet friendly, new low price!
Avail Now -1 BR's @ The Highlands,
Call 419-354-6036

2BR duplex. Irg LR. Irg balh w/ W/D.
garage avail. S595/mo. avail. May.
call 419-352-8872
2BR, 1 bath - Garden Grove Townhouses, S495/mo 12 mo lease *dep,
S545/mo school year lease + dep,
S570/mo semester lease * dep.
Pay in full - pay next lower amount!
Call 419-353-5891.
3 BR house, 404 S College
$575/mo plus util
Available Aug, call 419-352-4850.
3BR houses avail Aug 09,
all close to BGSU. excell condition!
218 Dill St, $1000/mo +util
220 Dill St, S725/mo +util
606 5th St, S850/mo +util.
Call 419-308-2458.
3BR, 2 bath - house w/ den. 5th St,
S750/mo, avail May,
call 419-352-8872

Basement Apt, Near Campus
S350/mo. util. incl.
Call 419-352-5882

426 E. Wooster. Lg. 1 Bdrm,
avail Fall 2009, S475/mo, utils incl
Call 419-352-5882

Cozy & quiet 1 BR w/ lots
of windows, like new!
$400/mo ♦ elec, call 419-654-5716

4BR. 2 bath - house, bsmt w/ W/D
hookup. Wooster St. $1050/mo,
avail May. call 419-352-3872.

House w/ 6 BR. 2 baths 8 laundry,
916 Third St, $1,650/mo
Call 419-308-7955

• Near Campus
• Low Rates

The Highlands - 220 Napoleon Rd
1BR apts, S375-S415/mo * elec
Great locations, low sec. deposit!
Call 419-354-6036, 9am-3pm M-F
www.bghighlandmgmt.com
The Homestead
1.2 BR's & 1 BR w/ study apts.
S525-650/mo * all util, great location!
Call 419-354-6036, 9am-3pm. M-F
www.bghighlandmgmt.com

££0ffiO2b££©£>

Summer
Storage!

storage, pels welcome

.•

short-term leases avail.

■£
■0

Also, no Security
Deposit and 1/2 off 1st
month IT you move in

Don't Make Extra Work
Leave Your "Things"!

before 5/31/09.*

Call Today to Reserve a Unit:

I- 419-352-7691 mo

(419)354-0070
www.shamrockbg.com

RECENTLY REMODELED

. ?"* *6o

?**%*nL
Also on Thursday April 16th

FREE HEAT

%
N

Starting at $780/month plus utilities

t

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments
419-353-7715

i

1

0

"J

ACROSS FROM KOHL HALL,
2 BR apt -1026 E Wooster.
S595/mo. avail NOW!
2 huge BR apt -1024 E. Wooster.
$495/mo, avail. August
1 BR apt - 920 E. Wooster.
S495/mo incl. all util. avail. Aug 09
2 - 2BR apts - 920 E Wooster.
S695/mo, avail May & Aug.
Call 614-668-1116

On selected floor plans

' South Mjm

s

"

2BR duplex w/ Irg LR. util w/ W/D,
8th & High St, S595/mo. garage avail
avail. May. call 419-352-8872.

•Ground floor ranch
• Private entrance
- Patio
• Spacious kitchen
• Pets welcome!

1

ANSWERS

For Rent

From Only $599!

2

Thomas .. Edison
Makes into law
Holy war
Like a bunch
Powdered chocolate
"Catch-22" star
Bnghtly-colored fish
Branding tool
Mafia leader
Writer Haley
Neb. neighbor
Prefix with corn or
form

For Rent

2 Bedroom Apartments

VJUtUtrtQUAM
A.A" WIMT*

Monopoly card
Capital of Tibet
African wild dog
Deceitful one
Vow at the altar
Middle Eastern grp.
Coffee bean variety
Word in Don Rickles' insults
Caspian feeder
Like a wild crowd
Not for
Deal (with)
College figures
Boondocks possessive
Kentucky fort

46
48
50
51
52
54
57
59
60
61
63
64

For Rent

On selected floor plans

a*

1 Some seaweed
2 Mr. Nastase
3 Nap site
4 Defenseless target
5 "One L" writer
6 Work shoe
7 Mach* jet
8 Hiker's route
9 Non-Jewish
10 Garage-floor stainer
11 Stage a coup
12 Temporary tattoo
13 What's just over a foot
19 Continental sound
21 Portend
25 FX network series
27 Shift blame
28 Parris Island org.
29 Orange coat
30 Cube-maker Rubik
32 DIY purchase
34 According to plan
36 One-third of a WWII
movie?
37 Son of Seth
38 Talking starting
41 Writer Fleming
44 Molders

> Pregnancy Tests
»Counseling
i Post Abortion Counseling
i Pregnancy Support
»Adoption Information
» Limited Ultrasounds
' Material Assislance

Condominiums ^S
Storage & Studios

•

^Restrictions Apply

47
49
50
53
55
56
58
62
65
66
67
68
69
70
71

^CIlt.cT

V

• Accessable 24 hrs
• 1724 E. Wooster
Near Bob Evans

* Near BGSU. private
„■ patio/entrance, extra

•

10ne meaning of X
5 Recipe meas.
9 Dutch cheese
14 Race in "The Time Machine"
15 Bear of stars
16 Rich of the "NFL Network"
17 Pick up
18 Leaving Las Vegas lament
20 Organic fuel source
22 Crude shelter
23 '60s singer Donner
24 Dude from Dubugue
26 Undulation
28 Tip over
31 Inventor Tesla
33 Composer Rachmaninoff
35 Smoke conduit
39 Fix up
40 Likewise
42 Sharp rival
43 2006 Steve Martin role
45 Customer

^

brought to you by

fjN>

Now Op»n Saturday 10-1 *^

419-3520717
CREENBRIAR, INC.

www.greenbriarrentals.com

GAME NIGHT
at the Black Swamp Pub

;8fc9UV)

• 5: JO pm
• Free food
• Drink discounts will be
available from s pm • 6 pm

